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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Auckland Transport (AT) is seeking resource consent for the Downtown Ferry Basin Redevelopment
– Stage 1 to undertake the relocation of ferry berths from Piers 3 and 4 within the Ferry Basin, to
the west side of Queens Wharf. AT also seek to undertake modifications to the Queens Wharf ferry
terminal to support these changes and to improve the overall user experience. These improvements
include alterations to Queens Wharf itself to provide for new access gangways serving ferry berth
pontoons, removal of some existing modern structures, new public realm landscaping, and proposed
modifications to the historical ferry shelter which is a primary feature of the wharf.
This Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) identifies that the proposed works will affect Queens Wharf,
which is a Category B Scheduled historic heritage place in the Auckland Unitary Plan, Operative in
Part (AUP(OP)). The relocation works will also take place adjacent to and within the extent of place
(EOP) of the Auckland Harbour Board Fence, which is a Category A scheduled historic heritage place.
A small portion of the Blue Fence previously relocated and restored along the access gangway to
Pier 3 may also be affected. The proposed works will also take place within the setting of the Ferry
Basin Ferry Shelters, which are collectively scheduled as a Category B Place and the Ferry Building,
which is a scheduled Category A place. All these built heritage places are associated with the early
20th century harbour masterplan designed by W.H. Hamer, which is listed by Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga (HNZ) as a historic area of national significance. The historic harbour area includes
all historic harbour works associated with the Hamer plan, from Princes Wharf to Marsden Wharf.
Queens Wharf, the Auckland Harbour Board (AHB) Fence, the Ferry Shelters and the Ferry Building
are also individually listed with HNZ. Princes Wharf, the existing Ferry Basin seawall, Ferry Launch
Steps and sea stairs into the harbour itself may be considered to form components of the historic
harbour area but are not scheduled in the AUP(OP) or individually listed with HNZ.
The proposed works require discrete modifications to the western edge of Queens Wharf for
gangway connections to serve the proposed ferry berthing pontoons. The proposals also seek to
remove or modify modern wharf structures which have progressively reduced the legibility of historic
wharf structures and nearby built heritage places such as the Ferry Building. As part of the proposed
terminal upgrade, minor interventions are proposed to the existing ferry shelter located on the
Wharf, and some alterations at ground level to the Wharf superstructure. The proposal is assessed
overall as having less than minor adverse effects to Queens Wharf, and less than minor adverse
effects to the AHB Fence and Ferry Building, as a result of physical changes within the extent of
place. The proposal will also generate less than minor adverse effects to the setting of Queens
Wharf, and nearby built heritage places, with regard to their historic heritage values.
These changes are balanced by an opportunity to improve and enhance the contextual, historical
and aesthetic values of the Queens Wharf, AHB Fence and the Ferry Building. On completion the
proposed works will generate significant long-term beneficial effects through improved resilience
and use of the Queens Wharf for its original purpose as a place of embarkation and disembarkation
for commercial goods, visiting ships and ferry passengers. There will also be beneficial changes to
the setting of these places through the removal of later accretions to Queens Wharf which hold no
heritage value. For this reason, the proposed works are considered to meet the objectives and
policies of the AUP(OP) from a historic heritage perspective. The application is therefore supported.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project background
Auckland’s Downtown spaces are undergoing a transformation. This is part of a comprehensive
program of civic infrastructure works developed by Auckland Council and Auckland Transport (AT).
The program aims to make use of and capitalise on projects already underway such as: The cities
City Rail Link project, private development such as Commercial Bay and events such as Americas
Cup 2021 (AC36) and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Auckland event in the same
year. The program of works includes:
 Seawall – Quay Street Strengthening;
 Downtown Public Space – Quay Street Waterfront Park;
 Quay Street streetscape upgrades – Quay Street Enhancement;
 Bus interchanges - Downtown Transport Hubs; and,
 The Downtown Ferry Basin Redevelopment – Stage 1 which includes replacement and
shifting of Piers 3 and 4 on Quay street to Queens Wharf west and modifications to the
modern Ferry Terminal building.
1.2

Brief: Ferry Infrastructure Redevelopment

The following brief is the result of significant analysis of the existing Ferry Terminal and its surrounds
and the Ferry Piers layout and as such can be described in two parts;
1. Ferry Terminal modifications
2. Ferry Piers and infrastructure design to replace Piers 3 &4.
The Ferry Pontoon layout to replace Piers 3 and 4 has been led by Tonkin and Taylor with input
from Isthmus Group. Testing of the Ferry pontoon design options and refinement of the layouts, has
been undertaken by Tonkin and Taylor, Navigatus and the Fullers Ferry Masters in a Marine simulator
to evaluate the layout options.
Testing and evaluating has resulted in the identification of a “sawtooth” design for 6 berths, as the
best layout to accommodate the current and future fleets of ferries anticipated for the Auckland
Ferry infrastructure. Upgrades to the existing terminal are also required to be integrated with the
new pontoon layout. This has been agreed with AT.
Completing the upgrade is now an important enabler of the wider Downtown Infrastructure
Development Programme (Downtown Programme) to ready the precinct for the AC36 and APEC
forum events in 2021.
This objective heritage impact assessment (HIA) of effects on built heritage has been prepared for
the Applicant by Plan.Heritage Ltd, to accompany the planning application. It considers the relevant
objectives, policies, and any relevant assessment criteria of the AUP(OP). This report should not be
relied on for any other purpose.
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1.3

Methodology

Plan.Heritage Limited was commissioned to undertake an independent built heritage impact
assessment of the proposal. This involved desk-top research for which the following material has
been reviewed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AUP(OP), including planning maps and Schedule of Historic Heritage (14.1)
Auckland Council Cultural Heritage Inventory (CHI)
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (HNZ) New Zealand Heritage List/ Rārangi Kōrero
(HNZ List)
New Zealand Archaeological Association (NZAA) ArchSite Database
Tonkin and Taylor Outline Construction Plans (September 2018)
Downers Construction Methodology (September 2018)
Marshall Day Acoustics Construction Noise and Vibration Assessment (August 2018)
Marshall Day Acoustics Draft Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan
(CNVMP) (September 2018)
Architects Drawings and design statement prepared by Isthmus (September 2018)
Visual and Landscape assessment by Isthmus (September 2018)
Additional resources are referred to in the references section

A number of recent site visits to inspect the subject site have been undertaken by John Brown of
Plan.Heritage Ltd., most recently on 7 February, and 15 February 2018 and 08 August 2018. Preapplication meetings have also been held both with Auckland Council and HNZ, and are ongoing as
part of the overall Downtown Programme.
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Figure 1. Site Plan (Tonkin and Taylor November 2018)
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Figure 2. Detail of Piers 3 and 4 Deconstruction. Historical Ferry Access Steps and area of relocated AHB Fence (Blue Fence) will be retained, outlined yellow (Tonkin and Taylor September 2018)
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Figure 3. Proposed new ferry berths to Queens Wharf (Tonkin and Taylor November 2018)
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2.0

THE PROPOSAL – FERRY BASIN

A general methodology for construction has been detailed in the Construction Method Statement
Report prepared by Downers (Downers September 2018). Based on these documents and
discussions with the project team, the general work methodology is summarised form this report
below:
2.1

Works sequence

The project works consist of the following key activities:
•
Preparation of management plans, programme, and temporary works design and
resource planning including selection of the project team. This will include a Traffic
Management Plan that will consider the impact on local roads, particularly over-length
deliveries, pedestrians and vehicles using Queens Wharf. It will also include a
construction Management Plan which will address environmental management
responsibilities and methodology.
•

Preparation of documentation specific to working in the port and marine environment.

•

Mobilisation of construction equipment and facilities including temporary security fencing.

•

Establishment of environmental controls including noise barriers and measures to protect
the marine environment.

•

Provision of safe access for construction equipment & personnel to each pile locations.

•

Procurement and delivery of materials including pile casing, concrete, reinforcing steel
cages, formwork, hollow core beams for the access-way, bollards, fenders and other
marine fittings, noting that delivery of some items including casing and bollards will have
lead times which need to be included in the programme.

•

Setting out the works.

•

Construction of the mooring piles including; supply, splicing, delivery and Installation of
pile casings, excavation including socketing, fabrication and placing of pile reinforcing
steel and concreting piles.

•

Breaking out and reinstating the existing wharf deck tie in the gangway deck.

•

Forming, placing reinforcing steel, setting out & locating bollard, lighting, holding down
bolts and electrical ducting and pouring and finishing concrete for the gangway decks.

•

Supply and installation of hollow core beams for the walkway, fitted out with handrails.

•

Installation of electrical cables and wire and commission electrical fittings.

•

Installation and testing of bollards, fenders and other finishing works.

•

Demobilising

Downtown Ferry Stage 1: Built Heritage Impact Assessment
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The construction method has been developed based on working from either the existing Queens
Wharf using temporary access staging, or from floating marine plant, with a worksite elsewhere and
reduced works at Queens Wharf. Following this general concept, three construction methods have
been developed:
•

Construction of and working from a temporary jetty at the Western side of Queens Wharf

•

Using a jack-up type barge to work at each location

•

Using a floating type barge with simple spuds and dynamic positioning (primarily for piling
works) or alternatively using a conventionally moored barge with a casing mounted drill
such as a Bauer Fly Drill or a reverse circulation drill

Installation of the breakwater will be constructed off the western edge of Queens Wharf,
concurrently with the marine construction of new ferry berths
The gangways will be prefabricated off-site and delivered to site via ship and/or barge. The ladders,
fenders and other loose items will be stored on site on the supply barge. Before installation of the
gangway the main pontoon landing section must be in place.
The gangway will be lifted onto the gangway landing deck using the crane barge, and manoeuvred
into position using a small vessel and temporary locating guides attached to gangway deck.
The covered walkway will be fabricated off-site and delivered to site via ship /barge or via Western
side of Queens Wharf. Before installation of the covered walkway the main pontoon & gangway
must be in place.

3.0

THE PROPOSAL – FERRY TERMINAL UPGRADE

Additional to the aforementioned works to the Ferry Building and accompanying Terminal along
Queen’s Wharf, there are plans to further develop the terminal along the Queen’s Wharf side. There
is to be construction of a ‘Reverse Sawtooth’ pier on the Western face of Queen’s Wharf. This will
form the new docking/embarking area for the ferries and any associated movements with the Ferry
Terminal.
3.1

Works Sequence

The Ferry Terminal upgrades are proposed to occur in four stages as set out in the Downers Report.
These are as follows.
Stage 1: Demolition works to modern (non-heritage) structures on Queens Wharf.
•

current walkway and shelter adjacent to the Ferry Building leading from Quay St to the
terminal is to be removed.

•

Temporary surfacing to public walkway area

•

demolish the adjacent two story ‘Information’ building

•

modifications to existing Ferry Terminal Building (protection of heritage shelter)
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Stage 2: Ferry Terminal Redevelopment
•

northeast section of the terminal offline and cordoned off with hoarding,

•

renovation works to modern Ferry Terminal Building east of historical Ferry Shelter

•

modifications to historical Ferry Shelter

•

Removal and relocation of existing Terminal ticketing gates

Stage 3: Ticketing Gates/FPD’s
•

Installation of new ticketing gates/FPD’s (this can occur prior to and independently of
removal of existing ticketing gates)

Stage 4: External public realm works
•

complete relaying of the front section interaction between Quay St and the Ferry Terminal
front. This will require breaking out of current asphalt paving and pouring of new
approaches to ramp down towards terminal building.
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4.0

SITE AND CONTEXT

The Ferry Basin is in Central Auckland, located along the northern harbour edge of Quay Street. It
is bounded to the west by Princes Wharf and to the east by Queens Wharf. This area is a busy public
thoroughfare and is a major east-west route for traffic and pedestrians along the Downtown area.
Quay Street is the key means of access to the harbour edge both for port and harbour activities,
and for recreational visitors. It has a very strong visual relationship with the Waitematā Harbour to
the north, and the central area of the city to the south.
Given the historical development of the Auckland Harbour edge, there are numerous built heritage
places along the waterfront which reflect the past development of Auckland City from the 19th
century onwards. The original foreshore can be traced from Freemans Bay to the west along
Fanshawe Street, Sturdee Street and across Customs Street to Fort Street and Britomart Point. The
Britomart Point headland itself was destroyed and the rock used to form some of the earlier 19th
century excavations to the southeast of the Project area and around Queens Street. The earlier
(timber) Queens Wharf was extended in the 1880s. From the turn of the 20th century, development
of the wharves and harbour took the form that it largely has today, based on designs developed by
the Auckland Harbour Board Engineer W. H. Hamer (Figure 4). A useful summary of the early 20th
century development of the harbour is provided by the HNZ Listing for the historic harbour area, set
out below. The historic harbour area is well illustrated in a 1940 Aerial photo (Figure 5).
4.1

Extract from HNZ listing for the Historic Harbour Area

After the formation of the Auckland Harbour Board in 1871, planned improvements to the Auckland
waterfront included a new Queen St wharf, reclamation, and a graving dock. Reclamation was begun by the
Government in 1879. In 1886 when it was completed, the area of Quay St formed a wide dock running from
Breakwater Rd (Britomart Pl) past Queen St to the Harbour Board offices. Once Custom St and Quay St had
been reclaimed, a flat area of water frontage became available on which to build wharfs, jetties and carry
out other harbour works.
On June 29, 1904 engineer W.H. Hamer submitted a report to the Harbour Board. The plan recommended
the construction of a series of wharfs to be built from the Quay St front and involved the reclamation of
large areas of land. The wharfs were standardised, being constructed of reinforced concrete, and they had
sheds on either side of the roadway with provision made on the Quay sides for railways.
The Queen St wharf was the first to be undertaken in the scheme and was in use by 1911 with the Ferry
Building being opened the following year. In 1914 the Board began the reclamation of Quay St to the west
of the Ferry Building, filling in the Auckland Graving Dock. Construction of landings, steps and shelter sheds
was also begun. Despite difficulties caused by the outbreak of war and the 1915 strike which caused work
to come to a complete standstill (28 Oct - 8 Nov), the largest of the remaining works were completed.
The Hamer plan development culminated in the opening of Princes Wharf on the 12 May 1924 by the
Governor General Viscount Jellicoe. The opening also marked W.H. Hamer's retirement as Harbour Board
engineer. The Hamer Plan increased shipping berthage and storage accommodation as is found in the
monolithic structures of Princes and Queens Wharfs.
The use of rail along Quay St has also played an important part in the area history. One of the few areas in
the world to have goods trains travelling in the same street as vehicular traffic, the proposal to connect
Princes Wharf to the rail system caused public controversy over the dangerous and unnecessary length of
Downtown Ferry Stage 1: Built Heritage Impact Assessment
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the rail link. The train tracks were all removed from Quay St in 1988. (HNZ listing 7158 Accessed February
2018 http://www.heritage.org.nz/the-list )

Figure 4. Auckland Harbour Board Proposed Harbour Extension. 1904 plan by W.H. Hamer (Maritime
Museum ref 2016.17.1)

Figure 5. 1940 Detail of aerial photography showing extent of historic harbour area designed by W.H.
Hamer to the north of the overall project area highlighted (Retrolens SN146_Crown_146_63_8).
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Quay Street looking North. General panoramic view towards Project Area.

General view towards Ferry Basin looking NE

General view of Ferry Basin looking W

General view of Piers 3 and 4 locations looking W

Gangway access to Pier 3 looking SE

Access to Pier 4 berthing pontoon looking N

Pier 4 access and gangway connection to historical Ferry
Launch Stairs looking NW

Figure 6. Approximate locations of Project Area - Ferry Basin
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General view of Ferry Basin and Queens Wharf looking SW

General view of Queens Wharf western edge looking S

General view of Piers 1 and 2 looking S

General view towards Queens Wharf looking NE from Pier 2

General view from Queens Wharf looking SW

View of Pier 2 looking SW from Queens Wharf

Western edge Queens Wharf showing rail tracks

Queens Wharf entrance gates showing rail tracks

Figure 7. Project Area Environs - Queens Wharf
Downtown Ferry Stage 1: Built Heritage Impact Assessment
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5.0

BUILT HERITAGE PLACES

An area of 50m radius around the identified area of works was adopted to define the vicinity of the
overall Project area, to identify any built heritage sites that may be affected by the proposed ferry
piers relocations. In an urban context, there is often a high density of historic heritage places in
close proximity to one another, and this distance typically reflects the location of built heritage places
that may be either physically impacted on, or experienced within the immediate setting of the subject
site. This approach is not hard and fast, however, and does also take into account specific places
beyond the immediate setting which may share a visual, contextual or historical relationship with
the subject site.
5.1

Built heritage places in the immediate vicinity (50m) of the Project area

There are 10 historic heritage sites recorded on the Auckland Council Cultural Heritage Inventory
within the vicinity of the Project area (Figure 8). Six of these sites are also included on the HNZ List/
Rārangi Kōrero, which does not in itself confer statutory protection (Figure 9). The majority of the
HNZ listed sites are however also scheduled sites. Within the immediate vicinity there are 6
statutorily protected historic heritage places included in Schedule 14.1 of the AUP(OP) (Figure 10).
Summary details for these ten sites are included in Table 1. Figure 11 shows the relationship of
statutory and non-statutory recorded historic heritage places in the vicinity of the subject site.
Field assessment and review of heritage reports identified additional built heritage sites within the
vicinity of the overall Project area which are either unrecorded on these databases or not included
as discrete places. As a result, 11 specific built heritage places and one historically recorded
shipwreck have been identified within the immediate vicinity (50m) of the Project area (Table 1).
5.2
Physically affected built heritage places
The proposed works for the Downtown Ferry Basin Redevelopment Stage 1 Project will either
physically affect, or fall within the extent of place, of three scheduled built heritage places (Figure
6). These are the Queens Wharf (AUOP(OP) id 2735), The Ferry Building (AUP(OP) id 2016) and the
Auckland Harbour Board Fence (AUP(OP) id 1915). Also adjacent to the works are the Ferry Basin
Launch steps and seawall sea stairs attached to the existing seawall. These features, along with
Queens Wharf, the Auckland Harbour Board Fence and the Ferry Building, all form part of the historic
harbour area included on the New Zealand Heritage List/Rārangi Kōrero (list ref 7158; Figure 13).
The Ferry Building is also separately included on the HNZ List. Due to the spatial application of the
historic heritage overlay, the existing seawall, the launch steps and sea stairs lie partially within the
EOP for both the AHB fence and the Western and Eastern Ferry Shelters.
5.3

Changes to setting of built heritage places

There are also several built heritage places within the periphery of the works which will not be
physically affected, but will experience changes to their setting. These are the existing seawall and
Princes Wharf, which form part of the non-statutory HNZ listing for the historic harbour area (HNZ
list ref 7158) and the scheduled East and West Ferry Shelters (AUP(OP) id 2018). Another structure
which forms part of the setting is the former Ports of Auckland Building at 131-147 Quay Street.
This building is not scheduled or listed but is identified in the Salmond Reed Conservation Plan for
the harbour edge as being of heritage interest, due its former use (Salmond Reed 2013).
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Figure 8. Historic sites recorded on the Auckland Council CHI within vicinity (50m radius) of the
Project area – all site types (Accessed August 2018)

Figure 9. HNZ New Zealand Heritage List/ Rārangi Kōrero sites (excluding historic areas) in the
vicinity of the overall Project area (Accessed August 2018)
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Figure 10. AUP(OP) Scheduled historic heritage places in the vicinity of the overall Project area
(Auckland Unitary Plan viewer accessed August 2018)
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Figure 11. overlay of historic heritage sites in the Downtown Area showing statutorily protected
(purple hatching) and other recorded historic heritage sites (yellow CHI records will include some
NZAA recorded and Archaeological sites which are not discussed in this report)
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Figure 12. Auckland Harbour Board Fence – previously relocated section (highlighted in blue)
outside of the AHB Fence Extent of Place as shown on the Unitary Plan overlay (purple hatch). This
section is attached to the deck superstructure and is not expected to be affected by the proposed
works.
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Figure 13. HNZ historic harbour area (HNZ listing ref 7158) plan from listing report (courtesy HNZ)
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Table 1. Built heritage places within the vicinity of the Ferry Terminal Stage 1 Project Area. Those
places within the project area potentially directly affected by the proposed works are highlighted in
blue.

Name

Auckland
Harbour
Board
Fence

AUP(OP) id
&
Category

Primary
Feature

Exclusions

HNZ List
ref

CHI
ref

Easting
NZTM

Northing
NTZM

1915 (Cat A;
A,F,G,H)

Entire fence
including
panels, pylons,
handrails, and
gates

none

Historic
Area;
7158

304

1757448.04

5921114.86

17516;
18882

1757421.71

5921124.12

17516;
18882

1757421.71

5921124.12

Cat 2;
670;
Historic
Area;
7158
Cat 2;
670;
Historic
Area;
7158

Public
shelters
(former) West

2018 (Cat B;
A,F,G,H)

none defined

none

Public
shelters
(former) East

2018 (Cat B;
A,F,G,H)

none defined

none

Existing
Seawall

n/a

n/a

n/a

Historic
Area;
7158

n/a

1757610.87

5921059.41

Ferry Building

none

Cat 1;
102;
Historic
Area;
7158

332

1757542

5921084.48

Substructure
and deck
including shed
platforms;
Shed G(also
known as
Shed10); ferry
shelter;electric
ity substation
building;
railway tracks;
crane
rails;weigh
bridge

1. Fendering 2. Cast
ironbollards 3. Any
works associated
with repair and
maintenance to
ensure the integrity
of the wharf
structure for port
purposes.The repair
and maintenance
methodology for
piles includes the
removal of defective
concrete either by
mechanical means
or hydrodemolition,replacem
ent of corroded
reinforcement,
coating of
reinforcement and
reinstatement with
new concrete either
by spraying or
recasting with
concrete or mortar

Cat 1;
9500;
Historic
Area;
7158

1757645.72

5921244.95

Ferry
Building

Queens
Wharf

2016 (Cat A;
A,B,F,G,H)

2735 (Cat B;
A, B, D, E, F,
H)
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Name

AUP(OP) id
&
Category

Primary
Feature

Exclusions

HNZ List
ref

CHI
ref

Easting
NZTM

Northing
NTZM

Ferry
Launch
Steps

Partially
within extent
of place for
AHB Fence
1915 (Cat A)
and West
Ferry Launch
Shelter 2018
(Cat B)

Technically
that part
within the EOP
for the Ferry
Launch Shelter
as the primary
feature for this
site is not
currently
defined.

n/a

Historic
Area;
7158

n/a

1757416.99

5921134.49

Princes
Wharf

n/a

n/a

n/a

Historic
Area;
7158

543

1757371.5

5921290

131-147
Quay
Street

n/a

none defined

none

none

n/a

1757361.51

5921169.35

Shed 10
and Shed
11*,
Queens
Wharf

2735 (Cat B;
A, B, D, E, F,
H)

See Record for
Queens Wharf

See record for
Queens Wharf

Cat 1;
9500;
Historic
Area;
7158

16792

1757664.49

5921247.38

Endeans
Building

2769 (Cat B;
A, E, F, G,)

none defined

Interior of
building(s)

Cat 2;
4597

2550

1757593

5921014.3

Éclair
shipwreck

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

789

1757612.11

5921084.93

* Shed 11 is historically recorded at this location and is no longer present on the site.
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6.0

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS (RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACT 1991)

This assessment of effects on built heritage reviews the information provided by the applicant and
considers this with regard to the AUP(OP). The assessment presents all the relevant objectives and
policies for both the Regional Policy Statement (RPS) and District Plan (DP) provisions of the
AUP(OP). The review of relevant objectives and policies is followed by any relevant criteria for
assessment.
The proposed works have the potential to affect several historic heritage places. These effects may
be physical, setting-related, direct or indirect, and temporary or permanent in nature. There may
also be cumulative effects arising where there are several concurrent or planned future projects to
consider.
The methodology for assessment of effects is based on internationally established good practice for
Environmental Impact Assessment. Each historic heritage place (either formally protected or
informally identified) that has potential to be affected by the proposal is identified and assigned an
‘importance’ value based on its identified heritage values. Activities associated with each phase of
works are identified where they may affect a built heritage place. A discussion as to the nature
(adverse, neutral, or beneficial); level (less than minor, minor, moderate, significant, critical); and,
permanence (temporary, permanent) of any identified effects is provided. The AUP(OP) assessment
criteria for the historic heritage overlay is fully considered. Where appropriate, conditions for
enhancing beneficial effects, or avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects on built heritage,
are provided (see recommendations below).

6.1

Physical modifications to built heritage places

The proposal will result in the following proposed changes to built heritage places as part of the
project:
 Modification and removal of modern ferry terminal structures (which are not heritage
features) from the scheduled Queens Wharf and adjacent to the scheduled Ferry Building
 Resurfacing and new landscaping treatments to a portion of Queens Wharf adjacent to the
Ferry Terminal
 New wharf extensions to connect to three proposed gangways located along the western
edge of the Queens Wharf
 Modifications to the historic Ferry Shelter structure located on Queens Wharf within the Ferry
Terminal
 Removal of pontoons (which are not heritage features) from the HNZ listed Ferry Launch
Steps, part of which falls within the extent of place of the AHB Fence
6.2

Ferry Basin

The Ferry Basin Ferry Launch steps themselves will no longer be used for ferry services, but the
opportunity to continue using them for boat launching or docking of small vessels remains. This
reflects their original purpose and will not result in any loss of heritage value. The demolition plan
(provided by Isthmus) indicates that only the modern gangway and pontoon structures (including
their mooring piles) will be removed. The Ferry Launch Steps will be unaffected, and the sections
of the AHB Fence (including lighting pylons) which frame the upper landings to the steps will be
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unaffected (Figure 6). A small and previously relocated section of the AHB Fence is located on the
harbour edge between the ferry gangways (Figure 6). This part of the fence lies outside of the extent
of place for the scheduled historic heritage place, but will not be removed as part of the proposed
works. No other physical effects are identified.
6.3

Queens Wharf Ferry Berths

A breakwater formed by piles will be constructed in front of the existing superstructure to a height
of 50mm below the top of the wharf superstructure, essentially obscuring the underside of the wharf
from view on the western side. Existing timber fenders to the western elevation of Queens Wharf
will be removed. These modern fender elements are identified as ‘exclusions’ from the Schedule.
The breakwater is necessary to provide protection to the pontoon structures from wave swell from
the east and north-east.
To accommodate the berths, three new wharf extension connections will be required, to provide
connection points for gangways onto the main wharf structure. These concrete wharf extensions will
be supported on their own piles and the new breakwater, and they will abut the existing wharf.
Where these wharf extensions meet the wharf, discrete sections of the existing concrete ‘lip’ which
runs along the edge of the wharf will need to be removed to create level access. These sections are
not substantial and the effect of their removal will be permanent, but of a negligible adverse nature
in regards to heritage impacts. The great majority of the Wharf will still retain the concrete lip and
this will still be a clearly understandable feature of the wharf superstructure. There will also be
installation of new lighting poles, and a combination of permanent and temporary seating elements
along the western edge of the wharf. This will provide amenity for Ferry users and help to define
separation between pedestrian and vehicular traffic. The lighting poles will potentially require some
additional modification of the wharf deck to provide sufficient foundations. This is considered to be
a very limited impact to the overall structure. The permanent seating has been arranged so that no
seating element will be constructed within 200mm of the rail lines, in order for the lines to remain
unobscured.
6.4

Queens Wharf Superstructure

A number of modern structures situated around the existing Ferry Terminal will be removed. These
include a free-standing verandah shelter to the immediate east of the Ferry Building, and a twostorey office structure between the Ferry Building and the Ferry Terminal. These structures have no
historic heritage value and they are considered to be intrusive features. Additionally, alterations are
proposed to the main Ferry Terminal itself, including the removal of high-level louvers along the
eastern and western elevations, remodelling of the eastern annexe and the modern building
structures at ground level in the vicinity of the existing toilets and café area. Removal or alteration
of these elements does not affect the heritage values of the wharf and is likely to greatly improve
the legibility of the Ferry Building, Queens Wharf and the historic Ferry Shelter that is contained
within the existing Terminal building.
In order to improve way-finding and permeability within the Ferry Terminal, it is proposed to
undertake some minor modifications to the historical ferry shelter located within the current Ferry
Terminal. The Queens Wharf Ferry Shelter (QW Shelter) is identified as a primary feature of Queens
Wharf (AUP(OP) id 2735). Modifications to this structure will result in changes to a primary feature
of the historic heritage place.
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Proposed modifications include the removal of some sections of corrugated roof to install skylights,
and installing new lighting internally to create a more coherent pedestrian route northwards towards
the new ferry berths. The new skylights will be of low profile appropriately powder-coloured frames
with safety glazing, to maintain the existing texture and feel of the corrugated roof. There is also a
proposal to alter the northern gable end of the QW Ferry Shelter by removing the current closed
boards and inserting a series of spaced vertical boards. This is to provide for a more obvious exit
and to clearly signal that this location is a through-route to the gangways beyond further along
Queens Wharf. The southern end of the QW Ferry Shelter has been previously altered, and has lost
some original detailing particularly to the gable end. It is proposed that this detailing is enhanced,
taking cues from the northern gable end.
Provision for new signage to be affixed to the shelter, providing wayfinding and service information,
may also be required. The existing sea steps and historical gateposts located at the northern end of
the ferry shelter will remain in situ. However, modern railings attached to the end of the shelter and
the current bin store will be removed to allow access from the ferry terminal to the new gates located
at each gangway further north along Queens Wharf.
Also within the Ferry Terminal, there will be a reconfiguration of ticket gates to specifically serve
each gangway, rather than the current arrangement which runs across the width of the Ferry
Terminal building. Gates or FPD’s will require fixing to the Queens Wharf superstructure, but this
will have a negligible impact to physical fabric. New glass shop fronts and new toilet arrangements
are proposed to the existing modern retail and office spaces within the Ferry Terminal along the
eastern edge. This will not significantly adversely affect any primary features of the Queens Wharf.
There will be limited physical impacts to the Queens Wharf superstructure from the insertion of new
steel columns to support the office space above.
These changes both individually and collectively will result in a low physical impact on the overall
wharf structure. Changes to the Ferry Shelter are sensitive and fully retain the legibility of this
building as a historic structure in its current form. The overall ‘lightening’ of the modern Ferry
Terminal will further improve the context and relationships between the Queens Wharf
Superstructure, the Ferry Building, and primary features such as the Ferry Shelter and Shed 10.
There will also be greater public access to this area of the Queens Wharf as a result of the proposed
changes.
New landscaping is proposed to the Ferry Terminal entrance and along the east of the existing Ferry
Terminal Building. Existing low-quality modern asphalt surfaces will be removed and new surface
treatments instated. A new paved area between the Ferry Building and the Ferry Terminal will
provide for a level change from the main wharf superstructure to the existing kerb line adjacent to
the AHB fence and the Ferry Building. Permanent seating will be placed so as to maintain legibility
of in-ground surface features including the rail tracks which are a primary feature.
An existing Pou installation and informal seating area to the east of the Ferry Terminal will remain,
with reconfigured seats and new parking arrangements to the central traffic corridor to the
immediate east of this area. The purpose of these modifications is to create a more defined vehicle
drop-off area east of the Ferry Terminal Building, with a more visually clear pedestrian crossing.
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These road layout changes are largely superficial in nature and will not generally affect the
superstructure of the Queens Wharf.
Pohutukawa trees are proposed in free-standing planters. Additional street furniture will include
bicycle racks and ex situ marine bollards currently in this area will be relocated to provide a legible
edge between pedestrian and vehicle movement space in front of the Queens Wharf/AHB Fence
Gates. There is an opportunity for the proposed resurfacing in this area to retain and enhance the
legibility of historic features ‘in-ground’ on the Queens Wharf superstructure itself. These include
the rail tracks which are a primary feature of the wharf and the former weighbridge located adjacent
to the Queens Wharf gates (Figure 7). The weighbridge does not fall within the proposed areas of
modification, but the rail tracks can be seen to pass under the raised pavement area to the
immediate east and north of the modern Ferry Terminal (Figure 7).
As a result of these alterations the historic QW Ferry Shelter will remain in situ in its current location,
and Queens Wharf will continue to have a functional use. There will be a change to the
superstructure of the Queens Wharf north of the AHB Fence and entrance gates, and east of the
Ferry Building and Ferry Terminal. There will also be minor changes along the western wharf edge
to accommodate gangway connections and permanent seating and lighting elements.
The cumulative physical changes proposed to these areas of the Wharf will result in minor adaptation
of the historical fabric of the Queens Wharf. This will nether-the-less leave the form, purpose and
materiality of the structure, including the primary heritage features of the Wharf, fully
understandable. The effect of this physical change on the overall heritage values of Queens Wharf
is therefore assessed as being of a permanent but ‘less than minor’ adverse nature.
In addition there will be a high beneficial effect to the historic heritage values of Queens Wharf
through the removal of modern structures which have accreted onto the Wharf and which currently
obscure or interrupt the understanding of the heritage values for Queens Wharf, the adjacent Ferry
Building and the AHB Fence.
6.5

Construction noise and vibration

A Construction Noise and Vibration Assessment and a draft Construction Noise and Vibration
Management Plan (CNVMP) has also been prepared for the Project works (Marshall Day Acoustics
2018). The assessment report identified no specific heritage features as potentially sensitive to
vibration which may result in cosmetic building damage. This includes the Queens Wharf itself which
is a robust and utilitarian structure (Marshall Day 2018).
The Ferry Building, AHB Fence, Eastern Ferry Shelter and Western Ferry Shelter are not identified in
the Marshall Day report as being at risk from vibration effects. These scheduled built heritage places
are all a reasonable distance from the proposed works and are not likely to be affected by
construction vibration associated with this Project.
Two other sites which are not induvial scheduled in the AUP(OP), but which are part of the Heritage
NZ historic harbour area (List ref 7158), are the Ferry Launch Stairs and the Existing Seawall
including basalt capping stones and sea stairs (Table 1). Part of the Ferry Launch Steps and part of
the existing basalt sea wall do however fall within the extent of place of the AHB Fence, and the
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eastern and western ferry shelters. Specialists agreed these heritage features are not considered to
be sensitive to cosmetic damage (e.g. plaster or paint cracking)1 as a result of vibration caused by
the Project works.
6.6

Accidental damage during enabling works and construction works

During enabling works and construction works there is a potential risk for accidental damage to
occur to existing built fabric in the area that is of heritage value. Scheduled or listed built heritage
places which are in close proximity to the works and which may physically be affected are:







Queens Wharf (AUP(OP) id 2735) along the western edge, and within any construction
zone situated on the Wharf itself,
The Ferry Building – principally during demolition of adjacent modern structures
The AHB Fence (Red Fence, AUP(OP) id 1915) gates and entrance to Queens Wharf
where construction activities including demolition of adjacent structures are planned,
A small relocated section of the Auckland Harbour Board Fence (Blue Fence, AUP(OP)
id 1915) located at the harbour edge structure serving the access gangway to Pier 3.
A section of the AHB ‘Blue Fence’ and a lamp standard located by the entrance to Pier
4, and,
The Ferry Basin Launch Stairs where they are connected to the Pier 4 gangway.

This risk can be avoided or mitigated through an appropriate construction management plan or
methodology which identifies and protects built heritage features through screening or hoarding as
proposed in the construction methodology prepared by Downers (Downers 2018). Specific and
localised temporary construction zones that may be required can be screened with free-standing
Heras fencing or similar.
6.7

Remediation works

In the event of any accidental damage arising from the proposed works, remediation to built heritage
places will be undertaken as ‘like-for-like’ repair and in accordance with good practice conservation
principles (e.g. New Zealand ICOMOS Charter 2010). Maintenance and repair in this manner is a
permitted activity under the AUP(OP) provisions (Section D17) and would result in no adverse effects
to built heritage features. A specific protocol for remediation could be included within a condition of
consent as set out in the recommendations of this report.

6.8

Use effects on built heritage

Once works are completed, Queens Wharf (AUP(OP) id 2735 will continue to serve the same function
as it did historically, which is the embarking and disembarking of ferries in central Auckland. The
proposal will therefore not result in any adverse effect in regard to change of use, or generate any
significant long-term adverse effects on the built heritage places on the Wharf itself, or within the
vicinity of the Wharf. In the immediate vicinity this includes the Ferry Building (AUP(OP) id 2016),
the two scheduled Ferry Shelters (AUPO id 2018), the scheduled Auckland Harbour Board Fence
(AUP(OP) id 1915), and the non-scheduled seawall sea stairs and Ferry Launch Steps, which partially

1

John Brown (Plan Heritage), site visit and discussions with Craig Fitzgerald (MDA) on 7 Feb 2018
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lie within the EOP of the AHB fence and Ferry Shelters, and form part of the listing for the HNZ
historic harbour area (HNZ ref 7158). The enhanced use of the Wharf as a ferry berth will ensure a
long-term viable and appropriate use for the built heritage structure.

6.9

Indirect effects on built heritage

Built Heritage Places in the vicinity of the proposal may benefit indirectly from increased footfall, and
the improved public access to Queens Wharf as a result of the increased permeability of the
structure. By improving public access there is a greater opportunity for visitors to the Wharf to
understand and appreciate the connectivity and group value of the Ferry Basin Ferry Shelters, the
historic harbour edge, the Ferry Building and Queens Wharf itself. There is also increased opportunity
for visitors to patronise businesses operating from the Wharf and along the Ferry Basin harbour
edge.

6.10

Cumulative effects

The Ferry Terminal Redevelopment Stage 1 Project is one of several associated projects being
undertaken in the downtown area which collectively form part of the Downtown Programme of
Works. Relevant to this proposal are Resource Consent applications for:


Seawall – Quay Street Strengthening



Queens Wharf Cruise Terminal upgrade: Dolphin Extension



Quay Street streetscape upgrades – Quay Street Enhancement (yet to be lodged)



Downtpown Public Space (yet to be lodged)

The potential effects on Built Heritage for each of these projects have been fully assessed and
heritage impact assessments prepared by Plan.Heritage Ltd. are included for each consent. Citations
for these documents are provided in the reference section of this report.
The overall effects of seismic upgrade of the Quay Street Seawall were considered to be critically
beneficial to a significant number of historic heritage places in the vicinity of the works, including
The scheduled AHB Fence, the Ferry Building, Ferry Basin Ferry Shelters and Queens Wharf itself.
Potential adverse effects were identified in relation to the AHB Fence, and the Ferry Basin Ferry
Shelters, due to the potential need for temporary relocation of these structures. Management of this
risk was addressed through proposed conditions and through the preparation of a built heritage
construction management plan (BHCMP). However, these potential adverse effects are limited to
the specific consents for the Seawall upgrade project and this proposal introduces no cumulative
risk of more than minor adverse effects to these places.
The proposed adaptation of the Queens Wharf to accommodate new cruise ships will result in limited
physical impacts to the Queens Wharf superstructure. The construction of the Dolphin also resulted
in a minor loss of fidelity with regard to setting of Queens Wharf in terms of its historic heritage
values, but in mitigation provided for new viewing opportunities from the Dolphin gangway when it
was not in use. Overall these changes were considered to be permanent and minor adverse in their
effects. The proposal was assessed as having critically beneficial effects of the ongoing use and
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long-term viability of the Queens Wharf as a working wharf for embarkation and disembarkation of
goods and passengers.
Previous modifications to the Ferry Shelter have occurred, particularly during the construction of the
existing Ferry Terminal. At this time, the southern portion of the Ferry Shelter was reduced in size
and orientated so that the southern terminal of the historical shelter is parallel with the eastern wall
of the Ferry Terminal, and stops in line with the ticket gates. The northern element appears, from
analysis of historic aerial photography and site visits, to occupy its original location within the wharf,
which itself has been extended further to the west as part of the previous Ferry Terminal
redevelopment. The environment that currently exists is unchanged from that at the time of
scheduling, and therefore it is this environment which forms the basis for consideration of cumulative
change to the Ferry Shelter. In this regard, the prospoed modfications are not considered to generate
coumulative effects to the Ferry Shelter. In any case, the Ferry Shelter remains essentially in its
historical context, and will be fully appreciable as an original Edwardian wharf structure.
Overall no cumulative effects have been identified to historic heritage places as a result of this
proposal that will result in significant adverse effects to the historic heritage values of Queens Wharf,
or any other scheduled built heritage places in the vicinity of the works. There will be cumulative
and highly beneficial effects from all proposals with regard to the ongoing use and long-term viability
of these places, and in particular for Queens Wharf, which will retain its historical importance as the
primary harbour entry and egress to Auckland and the city centre.
6.11

Effects on the setting of built heritage

The removal of Piers 3 and 4 from the Ferry basin, the construction of a new breakwater, gangways
and pontoon along the western edge of Queens Wharf, and modifications to structures on the wharf
itself will result in permanent changes to the setting and visitor experience of the following built
heritage places (Figure 14):









Queens Wharf – looking south or east towards the Wharf from the harbour and from Princes
Wharf, as well as looking out from the wharf to the west and north; Travelling north and
south along the western edge of the wharf;
Ferry Building – looking west from Quay Street and north from the junction with Queen
Street; travelling south from Queens Wharf and travelling east-west to and from the Ferry
Basin;
Princes Wharf – looking west from the Queens Wharf;
Ferry Shelters – Looking south from the harbour, south and west from Queens Wharf and
travelling east to west from locations adjacent to the Ferry Building;
Harbour edge seawall looking north and east towards the Ferry Basin and Queens Wharf,
and,
Seawall ferry launch steps looking north and east towards the Ferry Basin and Queens Wharf;
travelling south towards the steps from the harbour.

Section D17.1 of the AUP(OP) defines the setting of a historic heritage place as follows:
Setting of a historic heritage place
The setting of a historic heritage place includes elements of the surrounding context beyond the
identified extent of place within which a historic heritage place is experienced. The setting of a
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historic heritage place includes the sea, sky, land, structures, features, backdrop, skyline and views
to and from the place. It can also include landscapes, townscapes, streetscapes and relationships
with other historic heritage places which contribute to the value of the place.
The spatial context within which Queens Wharf and other built heritage places are experienced was
determined to understand their collective setting. A series of photographs were taken to and from
built heritage places within and adjacent to the project area by way of example (Figure 15 to Figure
24). As well as static views, the kinetic experience of moving around the Wharf and along the harbour
was considered, as this also reflects how the historic heritage place will be experienced by the
majority of the general public travelling to and from the wharf (Figure 25 to Figure 27). The locations
of key views and kinetic experiences chosen for assessment are shown in Figure 14. The views and
kinetic experiences themselves are shown in Figure 15 to Figure 27. The effects of the proposed
changes as they relate to the setting of the identified built heritage places are discussed below. The
assessment concentrates on the experience from the public realm, but notes that private views
towards the project area can also be obtained from a number of commercial and residential tall-rise
structures within the wider CBD. Because these views are not established from within the public
realm, they are not assessed in detail.

6.12

Enabling and Construction effects on setting

There will be a temporary change to the setting of the built heritage places within the Project area
as a result of the enabling and construction works that will be minor short-term adverse effects to
the setting of built heritage features. During temporary removal of adjoining modern structures or
erection of construction hoardings, the works will potentially partially obscure some of these
features. These temporary changes will have no long-term adverse effects.

6.13 Operational effects on setting
Currently the historical Ferry Basin Ferry Launch Steps are somewhat obscured by Piers 3 and 4, as
can be seen from viewpoints V3, V4, and from the Kinetic experience K1. Removal of Piers 3 and 4
from their current locations within the Ferry Basin will result in the improved legibility of the historical
historic harbour area (HNZ ref 7158). The historical and contextual values of the historic harbour
edge including the Ferry Shelters, Ferry Building and the Ferry Launch Steps will be maintained and
moderately enhanced, as they will be more clearly experienced in their original form. The group
association with Princes Wharf, Queens Wharf, the scheduled East and West Ferry Shelters, and the
Ferry Building, will be more clearly appreciated. The effect of these changes to the setting of built
heritage features around the Ferry Basin is therefore considered to be of a permanent and
moderately beneficial nature.
Similarly, as indicated in viewpoints the removal of modern structures which have accreted onto
Queens Wharf will improve the legibility and understanding of the historical structures currently
located within and adjacent to the ferry terminal. The removal of these modern accretions is
assessed as having a highly beneficial effect to Queens Wharf, the Ferry Building and the AHB Fence.
The construction of the breakwater and sawtooth ferry berths along the western edge of Queens
Wharf will result in a loss of visual legibility of the Wharf superstructure from key viewpoints along
Princes Wharf and from the southeast of the Ferry Basin, particularly during high tide times.
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However, the Wharf itself will still be visible as a whole, and the substructure of the wharf will still
be discernible south of the proposed breakwater, along the whole of the eastern wharf edge, and
at the northern terminus of the pier. There will be no loss of understanding of the Wharf as part of
the historic context of the harbour area. The use of the wharf for berthing of Ferries and ships will
not be altered, so that its primary historical function remains apparent. This change to the setting
of Queens Wharf and other identified built heritage features within the Ferry Basin (see Table 1), is
therefore considered to be of a permanent negligible (less than minor) adverse nature in terms of
effects to the setting of the identified historic heritage values of these places.
Conversely, there will be improvements to the kinetic experience of Queens Wharf, the AHB Fence,
and the Ferry Building when on, and viewed from within, the Wharf itself. There are also
improvements at key views to the Wharf, the AHB Fence and the Ferry Building when experienced
from the junction with Lower Queen Street and Quay Street, and from the Wharf itself. When looking
out from the Wharf, there will be no significant loss of appreciation for Princes Wharf, and other
Built Heritage places identified within the Ferry Basin.
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Figure 14. Setting and key views towards built heritage places within the project area
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Figure 15. Viewpoint 1

Figure 16. Viewpoint 2
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Figure 17. Viewpoint 3

Figure 18. Viewpoint 4
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Figure 19. Viewpoint 5

Figure 20. Viewpoint 6
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Figure 21. Viewpoint 7

Figure 22. Viewpoint 8
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Figure 23. Viewpoint 9

Figure 24. Viewpoint 10
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Travelling East

Travelling West

Figure 25. Kinetic Experience 1
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Travelling North

Travelling South

Figure 26. Kinetic Experience 2
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Travelling North

Travelling South

Figure 27. Kinetic Experience 3
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6.13

Auckland Council Auckland Unitary Plan Operative in Part (AUP(OP))

The following assessment considers the relevant objectives, policies and assessment criteria for
activities affecting scheduled historic heritage places in the AUP(OP). The overall activity status of
the proposal for the Ferry Basin Redevelopment Stage 1 is discretionary. For Historic heritage
matters, the application is considered to be restricted discretionary overall as it requires the following
activities:
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6.14 AUP(OP) B5.2.1 Regional Policy Statement: Built Heritage and Character –
Objectives
(1) Significant historic heritage places are identified and protected from inappropriate subdivision,
use and development.
(2) Significant historic heritage places are used appropriately and their protection, management and
conservation are encouraged, including retention, maintenance and adaptation.

Comment
Provided appropriate mitigation and avoidance measures are adopted (see recommendations
below), the proposal meets these regional objectives.
6.15

AUP(OP) B5.2.2. Regional Policy Statement – Policies

Protection of scheduled significant historic heritage places
(6) Avoid significant adverse effects on the primary features of significant historic heritage places
which have outstanding significance well beyond their immediate environs including:
(a) the total or substantial demolition or destruction of any of the primary features of such
places;
(b) the relocation or removal of any of the primary features of such places away from their
original site and context.
(7) Avoid where practicable significant adverse effects on significant historic heritage places. Where
significant adverse effects cannot be avoided, they should be remedied or mitigated so that they no
longer constitute a significant adverse effect.
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Comment
No significant adverse effects are identified as a result of this proposal. There is an opportunity to
mitigate any minor adverse effects, and to enhance beneficial effects through detailed design, for
example to the public open space in front of the Ferry Terminal.
6.16

AUP(OP) Section D17.2 – Historic Heritage Overlay Objectives

(1) The protection, maintenance, restoration and conservation of scheduled historic heritage places
is supported and enabled.
(2) Scheduled historic heritage places are protected from inappropriate subdivision, use and
development, including inappropriate modification, relocation, demolition or destruction.
(3) Appropriate subdivision, use and development, including adaptation of scheduled historic
heritage places, is enabled.

Comment
The protection and conservation of a scheduled historic heritage place, the Queens Wharf, is
achieved through the proposed use of the Wharf as a long-term berth for ferry services to and from
Central Auckland. This use is appropriate and represents a continuation of a primary reason for the
construction of Queens Wharf in the first place. The proposed use also supports the historical
relationship between the Queens Wharf and other scheduled built heritage places around the Ferry
Basin. In particular this includes the Ferry Building and the AHB Fence, both of which are recognised
regionally in the Unitary Plan (and nationally in the HNZ List) as built heritage places of exceptional
significance. The proposed works include modifications to Queens Wharf superstructure and to the
historical Ferry Shelter which is a primary feature of the Wharf. These proposed works have been
assessed as having overall less than minor adverse effects to the historic heritage values of the
Wharf, and are appropriate adaptations for future use.
6.17

AUP(OP) Section D17.3. Policies [rcp/dp]

Use and development, including adaptation
(3) Enable the use, development and adaptation of scheduled historic heritage places where:
(a) it will not result in adverse effects on the significance of the place;
(b) it will contribute to the ongoing maintenance and enhancement of the historic heritage
values of the place;
(c) it is in accordance with good practice conservation principles and methods;
(d) it will not result in cumulative adverse effects on the historic heritage values of the place;
(e) it will support the long-term viability, retention or ongoing use of the place; and
(f) it will not lead to significant adverse effects on the surrounding area.

Comment
The proposal enables the ongoing use of Queens Wharf for one of its primary historical purposes,
and also ensures a long-term viable use for the place. Proposed changes to the historical fabric of
the Wharf are limited to those considered necessary to achieve the required adaption of the structure
and to enhance an appropriate existing use. The proposed physical changes will result in the minor
loss of historical fabric and they are not assessed as significantly adverse either individually or
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collectively. They will not result in any reduction of historic heritage value either to Queens Wharf
or to other built heritage places within the vicinity of the works. The proposal will result in high
beneficial effects of a permanent nature which support both the continued use of Queens Wharf,
the historic harbour edge, and neighbouring built heritage places generally.
(7) Require the assessment of the effects for proposed works to scheduled historic heritage places,
including where one or more places are affected, to address all the effects on:
(g) the heritage values of the place/s;
(h) the significance of the place; and,
(i) the setting and the relationship between places.

Comment
This built heritage impact assessment meets the requirements of this policy.
Modifications, restoration and new buildings within historic heritage places
(8) Maintain or enhance historic heritage values by ensuring that modifications to, or restoration of,
scheduled historic heritage places, and new buildings within scheduled historic heritage places:
(a) minimise the loss of fabric that contributes to the heritage values and level of significance
of the place;
(b) do not compromise the ability to interpret the place and the relationship to other heritage
places;
(c) complement the form, fabric and setting which contributes to, or is associated with, the
heritage values of the place;
(d) retain and integrate with the heritage values of the place;
(e) avoid significant adverse effects, including from loss, destruction or subdivision that would
reduce or destroy the heritage values of the place; and
(f) avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on the heritage values of the place.

Comment
The works themselves will not, in the medium- or long-term, compromise the ability to interpret any
of the scheduled built heritage places within or near the subject site, and it is not anticipated that
any of these places would suffer a significant reduction of their recognised and protected historic
heritage values because of the proposed work.
(9) Enable modifications to, or restoration of, scheduled historic heritage places, and new buildings
within scheduled historic heritage places where the proposal:
(a) will not result in adverse effects on the significance of the place;
(b) will contribute to the ongoing maintenance and enhancement of the historic heritage
values of the place;
(c) is in accordance with good practice conservation principles and methods;
(d) will not result in cumulative adverse effects on the historic heritage values of the place;
and
(e) will contribute to the long-term viability, retention or ongoing functional use of the place.

Comment
The proposed works will result in limited modifications to the physical fabric of the Queens Wharf.
Cumulatively these changes are assessed as permanent and less than minor adverse in nature. This
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is balanced by the appropriate use of the Wharf as a ferry terminal, which will maintain an optimal
and compatible use of the wharf long-term with regard to its historic heritage values. The proposed
development reflects good practice conservation principles and methods by minimising impacts to
those which are considered necessary for the efficient and ongoing use of the Wharf.
(10) Support modifications to, or restoration of, scheduled historic heritage places that will do any
of the following:
(a) recover or reveal heritage values of the place;
(b) remove features or additions that compromise the heritage values of the place; or
(c) secure the long-term viability and retention of the place

Comment
The proposed works will help secure long-term use and viability for the Queens Wharf, as well as
indirectly benefiting several other scheduled (and non-scheduled) built heritage places within the
vicinity of the proposed works.
(11) Provide for modifications to, or restoration of, parts of buildings or structures where this is
necessary for the purposes of adaptation, repair or seismic strengthening, either in its own right or
as part of any modifications.

Comment
The proposed breakwater and wharf extensions to construct the gangways are considered essential
infrastructure requirements to provide for the ongoing use of the Wharf as a ferry berth. The
proposed adaption of the historical Queens Wharf Ferry Shelter is considered an appropriate
adaptation to allow for its identified new function as a wayfinding element within the modern Ferry
Terminal building which directs users towards the new ferry berths. Similarly, the proposed changes
to the public realm are considered to be an appropriate adaptation of mainly modern structures and
fabric which presently exist on the Wharf.
Relocation
(17) Avoid the permanent relocation of the primary features of Category A historic heritage places
beyond the scheduled extent of place.

Comment
A small section of the restored AHB Fence (the ‘Blue Fence’, AUP(OP) id 1915) is located on the
pontoon accessway which is cantilevered out from the historic harbour edge (Figure 12). This is not
anticipated to be removed by the proposed works. This section of the AHB fence is outside of the
original fence alignment and is not currently included in the AUP(OP) Historic Heritage Overlay. No
permanent relocation of any primary features of Category A historic heritage places is anticipated as
a result of the proposed works.
(18) Avoid the temporary relocation of the primary features of Category A historic heritage places
beyond the scheduled extent of place, unless the relocation is necessary to allow for significant
public benefit that could not otherwise be achieved.
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Comment
Temporary relocation of any primary features of a Category A historic heritage place are not
anticipated as part of these works.
(19) Avoid the permanent relocation of features of scheduled historic heritage places unless:
(a) it is necessary to allow for significant public benefit that could not otherwise be achieved;
and
(b) the significant public benefit outweighs the value of retaining the feature in its present
location.

Comment
Permanent relocation of primary features of scheduled historic heritage places is not anticipated
because of this project. It may be necessary to relocate individual features of historical interest such
as cast-iron bollards currently located on the western edge of the Queens Wharf. While these bollards
are a historic component they are also identified as exclusions from the schedule and could be
relocated as a permitted activity subject to development standards.
Temporary activities
(21) Provide for signs associated with temporary activities within scheduled historic heritage places
where any adverse effects on the heritage values of the place are avoided, remedied or mitigated.

Comment
Temporary signage within the extent of place will be that required for purposes of Health and Safety
and this will most likely be fixed to temporary hoarding or free-standing fencing. Where necessary
temporary signage such as hazard signs could be indirectly fixed to gate and fence posts, for example
with cable ties. This would generate no adverse effects.
6.18 AUP(OP) Section D17.8.2. Assessment criteria – Restricted Discretionary
Activities
The Council will consider the relevant assessment criteria below for restricted discretionary activities:
(1) for restricted discretionary activities in Table D17.4.1 Activity table – Activities affecting Category
A, A* and B scheduled places, Table D17.4.2 Activity table - Activities subject to additional
archaeological rules and Table D17.4.3 Activity table – Activities in Historic Heritage Areas:
(a) whether the proposed works will result in adverse effects (including cumulative adverse
effects) on the heritage values of the place and the extent to which adverse effects are
avoided, remedied or mitigated;
The proposal requires minor modifications to the western edge of the Queens Wharf structure to
provide connections for new gangways serving the new ferry berths. These modifications will
generate physical impacts which are unavoidable, but they are assessed as being of a less than
minor adverse effect due to the discrete nature of the interventions and their limited magnitude with
regards to the overall structure of Queens Wharf.
Minor interventions are proposed to the roof form and northern gable end of the historical Queens
Wharf Ferry Shelter within the existing modern Ferry Terminal. The purpose of these interventions
is to enhance the role of the structure in channelling commuter movement and wayfinding. The
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proposed changes do not result in any loss of appreciation or understanding of the structure or its
historical context. New lighting proposals and restoration of architectural elements to the southern
gable end will enhance the structure.

(b) whether the proposed works will maintain or enhance the heritage values of the place,
including by:
(i) avoiding or minimising the loss of fabric that contributes to the significance of the
place;
(ii) removing features that compromise the heritage values of the place;
(iii) avoiding significant adverse effects on the place, having regard to the matters
set out in B5 Built heritage and character;
(iv) complementing the form and fabric which contributes to, or is associated with,
the heritage values of the place; and
(v) recovering or revealing the heritage values of the place.

Comment
As discussed above, physical changes are considered to be minimal in relation to the overall Queens
Wharf structure. Removal of modern structures on the Wharf, and the removal of Piers 3 and 4, will
result in improved legibility of a number of built heritage places, including the historic Ferry Launch
Steps, the Ferry Building and the AHB Fence. New open space proposals on Queens Wharf are
generally complementary to the historical features present on the Wharf and provide opportunity for
enhancing these features. Care should be taken to ensure that features such as the rail tracks and
weighbridge are clearly expressed in the detailed design.

(c) whether the proposed works will compromise the ability to interpret features within the
place and the relationship of the place to other scheduled historic heritage places;

Comment
While part of the western edge of the Wharf will be obscured through the necessary construction of
the breakwater and pontoons, there will be no loss of ability to interpret features within the Ferry
Basin and on Queens Wharf itself, and this will not prevent any understanding of the Queens Wharf
as a whole with regards to its historic heritage values. Conversely the removal of modern additions
to the Ferry Basin structures and on Queens Wharf will improve the legibility of these places and
their relationship to each other. This will be particularly noticeable at the principal entrance to the
Ferry Terminal where the annexe building to the immediate north, and modern shelter to the
immediate east, will be removed.
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(d) whether the proposed works, including the cumulative effects of proposed works, will
result in adverse effects on the overall significance of the place such that it no longer meets
the significance thresholds for which it was scheduled;

Comment
None of the identified scheduled built heritage places effected by the works or within the vicinity of
the works will be diminished to this degree as a result of the proposal. Rather, their individual and
group values will be enhanced through removal of non-contributing elements.

(e) whether the proposed works will be undertaken in accordance with good practice
conservation principles and methods appropriate to the heritage values of the place;

Comment
The removal of modern structures from the Ferry Basin Launch Steps will reveal the original harbour
structures and avoid any adverse impacts to the scheduled AHB Fence. The proposed works to the
Queens Wharf ferry berths have been designed specifically to avoid any adverse impacts as far as
possible, and this has involved a detailed consultative design process with independent consultants,
Heritage New Zealand and Auckland Council heritage advisors.

(f) whether the proposal contributes to, or encourages, the long-term viability and/or ongoing
functional use of the place;

Comment
The proposed use of the Queens Wharf as a ferry berth represents an optimal use of the scheduled
historic heritage structure which is viable for the long-term.
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6.19

Non-statutory considerations

In Addition to those scheduled sites which are discussed above, this assessment also considers the
broader effects that may occur to other recognised historic heritage sites, including a number of
sites and heritage areas which are included on the HNZPTA National Heritage List (see Table 1). A
conservation plan for the Auckland Harbour edge was prepared for Auckland Council’s City
Transformations Unit by Salmond Reed Architects (Salmond Reed 2013). This plan identified several
places of ‘exceptional’ and ‘high’ heritage interest, and included the following policies which are
relevant to this built heritage impact assessment:
Policies
 Ensure that items of exceptional significance are retained in situ along with any other
elements which contribute to this significance and their setting.
 These items may be adaptively reused, but their heritage values must be retained and any
change should involve minimal intervention and loss of fabric and reversibility and any
change or new work should be discretely identifiable
 Any change(s) contemplated should be undertaken in full consultation with Auckland Council
Heritage and NZHPT and should be assessed in terms of this document, the ICOMOS Charter,
any Conservation Plan or heritage assessment and the appropriate District Plan criteria
 Maintain the very high amenity levels of the harbour edge, the openness, views, sea breezes,
water and activity connections of the harbour edge interface.
 Ensure that all proposed designs and interventions are developed to compliment, enhance
and reflect the historic and evolved character of the Harbour Edge Area.
 Items of high significance should be retained in situ along with any other elements which
contribute to their setting.
 These items may be adaptively reused and subject to a greater level of change [than
‘exceptional places’]
 Any change(s) contemplated should, where appropriate, be undertaken in full consultation
with Auckland Council Heritage and NZHPT
Other policies refer to the potential for archaeological investigation, tree planting and streetscape
components which are out of scope for this assessment to consider.
The pre-application and design process that has been undertaken as part of the project design work
addresses the majority of these policies, and works have been designed to avoid temporary
relocation of identified built heritage features unless absolutely required. The outcome of the
proposed works, which is the adaptive use of the Queens Wharf, meets the key policy of maintaining
the heritage values with limited physical intervention. The proposed upgrade of the Ferry Terminal
also responds to polices to compliment and reflect the historic character of the wharf, and its
relationship with the Ferry Building. Removal of later infrastructure from the historical Ferry Launch
Steps also supports this policy. The proposal also maintains amenity levels within the Ferry Basin
and connectivity of the harbour edge.
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7.0

CONCLUSIONS

Overall the proposal is considered to meet the objectives and policies for historic heritage places as
set out in the AUP(OP) Regional Policy Statement and in the AUP(OP) Historic Heritage Overlay. The
proposed works themselves will generate less than minor adverse physical effects and minor adverse
physical effects to the setting of built heritage places within the Ferry Basin. There is, with work of
this nature, a moderate potential to cause accidental damage to heritage fabric and heritage features
close to or within the proposed area of work, or during temporary relocation and reinstatement. This
risk can be addressed through appropriate working controls and conditions as set out below.
7.1

Built Heritage Recommendations

It is recommended that works within the vicinity of built heritage places will need to be appropriately
controlled to avoid accidental damage during construction. The following matters for built heritage
places are recommended to be included as conditions of consent:

1. Design of public open space at Queens Wharf in front of the Ferry Terminal shall include
opportunities to enhance and reveal ‘In-ground’ historical features including the rail tracks
and weighbridge adjacent to the AHB Fence / Queens Wharf Gates.
2. At least 10 working days prior to the commencement of the Project, the Consent Holder shall,
in consultation with Heritage New Zealand, update the draft Built Heritage Construction
Management Plan (BHCMP) included with the consent application documents and submit this
to Council for certification in accordance with Conditions 10 to 16. The purpose of the detailed
BHCMP is to manage the construction process to avoid or mitigate potential impacts on built
heritage in the vicinity of the Project.
3. The Built Heritage Construction Management Plan (BHCMP), shall include:
a. Pre-start meeting requirements with contractors
b. the methodology for site preparation, working practices and use of machinery; and;
c. details methods for avoiding damage or protecting heritage fabric from damage that
may potentially occur during construction (see condition 4)
d. A visual condition survey of Built Heritage Places (including Queens Wharf, the AHB
fence, the Ferry Building, and the Ferry Basin Ferry Launch Steps) within the proposed
work areas to be undertaken prior to works commencing and on completion.
e. protocols for on-site compliance visits and communications paths;
f. methods for monitoring potential effects from vibration on nearby built heritage
places in accordance with the Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan;
and,
g. Requirements for remediation of accidental damage to built heritage places arising
from the works and any associated activities (see condition 5).
4. Protection of historic heritage fabric shall be provided for prior to construction work
commencing. To reduce risk of accidental damage occurring. Fence pylons and other built
heritage features may be protected by erection of a free-standing temporary physical barrier
such as Heras fencing, or through temporary fixing of marine ply sheets or similar grade
hoarding material to pylons. Sheets shall be padded with suitable protective strips such as
expanded polystyrene and will not be directly fixed, but can be boxed around structures and
fixed to the ground, screwed to temporary battens, or secured with cable ties.
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5. If accidental damage or reduced condition occurs to a historic heritage place or feature as a
result of the proposed works, the Consent Holder or their appointed agent shall be
responsible for undertaking remediation. Remediation will be to a standard at least equivalent
to the condition noted in the pre-works condition survey (see Condition 2). The process for
remediation of accidental damage will be set out in the BHCMP. This is likely to include any
of the following: physical investigation; further research; specifications for any required
conservation work; and, further consultation with Auckland Council and Heritage New
Zealand.
6. Although the proposed changes to the Queens Wharf Ferry Shelter are considered to be less
than minor adverse in their effects, good conservation practices dictates that any works to
historic heritage places should be the minimum required (e.g. ICOMOS NZ Charter 2010). A
‘review’ condition may be introduced which allows for proposed changes to the Queens Wharf
Ferry Shelter to be undertaken if necessary, following completion of modifications to the
modern Ferry Terminal. The following wording is recommended:
i. The applicant shall not undertake any changes to the roof fabric of the Queens
Wharf historical Ferry Shelter until demolition of the louvers of the modern
Ferry terminal is completed. At this time, a review of the general light levels
within the Ferry Terminal will be undertaken, and confirmation of the need
for changes to the Ferry Shelter roof shall be certified by Auckland Council in
consultation with Manager Auckland Council Heritage Unit or their delegated
representative
7. It is recommended that a built heritage monitoring report shall be prepared to document any
substantive changes or conservation works to any built heritage places affected by the
proposed works. Substantive changes will include:
i. changes to the Queens Wharf Ferry Shelter;
ii. locations of new gangways along the western edge of the Queens Wharf;
iii. to the open public space of the Wharf east of the Ferry Building; and,
iv. Any remedial works that may arise from accidental damage during
construction
This will be primarily a photographic record, with supporting drawings and notes sufficient
to provide context. This report will be provided to Auckland Council and Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga within 12 months of completion of onsite works, for the purpose of
updating of the Auckland Council Cultural Heritage Inventory and Heritage New Zealand list
entry information.

John Brown
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info@plan.heritage.co.nz
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